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Piccinini’s Physical Computation. A Mechanistic Account asks a simple question

with important ramifications: What is a concrete computational system? The answer

is that concrete computational systems are kinds of functional mechanisms.

Specifically, the distinctive feature of concrete computational systems is that one of

their functions is ‘‘the manipulation of vehicles based solely on differences between

different portions of the vehicles according to a rule defined over the vehicles’’

(p. 1). Piccinini articulates this mechanistic account of concrete computation over

sixteen chapters, weaving together ideas and evidence from several fields—

including philosophy of science, computer science, AI, biology, and cognitive

neuroscience. The arguments are clear and meticulous, and the writing style is crisp.

Piccinini does an admirable job at guiding readers through the different steps of his

account.

To illustrate the ramifications of Piccinini’s book, consider the chess match of

Deep Blue v. Kasparov. In 1997, the Russian chess Grandmaster Garry Kasparov

played a six-game match against the IBM supercomputer Deep Blue. Deep Blue

was a massively parallel, RS/6000 SP Thin P2SC-based system with 30 nodes, with

each node containing a 120MHz P2SC microprocessor, enhanced with 480 special

purpose VLSI chess chips. Its chess playing program was written in C and ran under

the IBM AIX operating system. Deep Blue had trained by observing and analysing

thousands of chess master games. It used one gigabyte of random access memory on

each of its 30 nodes, for a total of 30 gigabytes of data about thousands of opening

and endgame positions. Although Kasparov bragged he would never lose to a

machine, the Russian Grandmaster was finally defeated.
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The cover of Newsweek proclaimed the event as ‘‘The Brain’s Last Stand.’’ And

yet, Deep Blue did not play chess like a human does (cf. Colombo and Sprenger

2014). Deep Blue played with brute number crunching force, systematically

evaluating 200 million possible moves on the chess board per second. Neurons in

biological brains reach a peak data rate of about 200 Hz, which is seven orders of

magnitude slower than current microprocessors. Some commentators suggested that

crucial in Deep Blue’s victory was not its computing power. Deep Blue won

because of a counterintuitive move it made in its first winning game against

Kasparov. Allegedly, Deep Blue made this move because of a bug in its software,

which led it to miscompute the right move.

This milestone in the history of chess playing computers raises several

unanswered questions. Is brute force computing power ever sufficient to bestow

upon an artefact intelligence, consciousness, or moral status? How should we

explain Deep Blue’s and Kasparov’s chess playing capacities? What were the

constituent parts of Deep Blue? How did these components interact to produce its

chess playing capacity? What is it for a system like Deep Blue to miscompute? Was

Deep Blue’s style of computing similar to Kasparov’s style of computing in any

interesting way? Piccinini’s account of concrete computation lays the groundwork

for answering these and other questions, contributing to advancing understanding of

distinct kinds of computation and their relationships to biological and artificial

intelligence.

Piccinini’s argument is in three steps for the claim that concrete computing

systems are kinds of functional mechanisms. The first step consists in laying out a

number of desiderata that adequate accounts of concrete computation must satisfy.

The second step argues that previous accounts of concrete computations do not

satisfy these desiderata. The third and final step shows that the mechanistic account

satisfies these desiderata, and, therefore, it is better than competitors.

Chapter 1 begins by clearing a possible confusion. Computation is a mathemat-

ical notion. Alonzo Church, Kurt Gödel, Alan Turing, John von Neumann and the

other architects of the theory of computation were mathematicians. Mathematical

notions must refer to abstract objects that do not exist in time and space, and do not

enter into causal transactions. So, if computation is a mathematical notion, it seems

to be misguided to ask ‘‘What is concrete computation?’’

This conclusion is unjustified, however. Computation is a mathematical notion;

but many concrete, physical systems do perform computations. An account of what

it takes for a physical system to perform a computation need not deal with questions

about the metaphysics of mathematical objects. An account of implementation, that

is, of the relationship between abstract computation and concrete physical systems,

may be neutral about the nature of abstract objects.

The chapter continues by laying down six criteria of adequacy. Besides doing

justice to the practices of the computational sciences, an adequate account of

concrete computation should be objective: whether or not a system like Deep Blue

performs computation is a matter of objective fact. The account should have

explanatory power: it should say, for example, how computation can explain Deep

Blue’s chess playing capacity. The account should imply that paradigmatic

examples of computing systems like Deep Blue compute, and that paradigmatic
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examples of non-computing systems like your stomach do not compute. The

account should explain how a computing system can miscompute—for example,

how Deep Blue’s computing went wrong in its first winning game against Kasparov.

It should finally illuminate different kinds of computing systems, drawing

distinctions between systems like Deep Blue and biological brains.

With these six criteria in place, Chapter 2 evaluates the mapping account of

computation. The basic idea of this account is that a physical system performs a

computation just in case there is a mapping between a physical and a computational

description of the system. While the relevant mapping may be made more precise in

terms of counterfactuals, dispositions, or causes, mapping accounts yield to

pancomputationalism—the view that everything computes, which is specifically

treated in Chapter 4. So, mapping accounts will have troubles in ruling out examples of

non-computational systems. They will have problems also in explaining miscompu-

tation, since one can always find some mapping from a computational to a physical

description of a system in order to explain away alleged errors in computing.

Chapter 3 examines another traditional account of computation: the semantic

account. Its basic idea is that computation is the manipulation of representations.

Computational states would be individuated by their content. Although this view is

one of the most popular in philosophy of mind, it faces serious challenges. The most

important is that computation does not entail representation, and computational

states need not be individuated on the basis of their content. Turing machines can

compute by manipulating meaningless symbols in meaningless ways; computational

states can be individuated non-semantically, in terms of the functional properties of

a system interacting with its environment. The semantic account does not obviously

satisfy the desideratum on miscomputation either. Advocates may appeal to

misrepresentation in order to explain miscomputation. But this move won’t do,

since miscomputation and misrepresentation are orthogonal.

Chapters 5–7 are the most important and rich. Here Piccinini articulates his

mechanistic account, putting into focus the notions of mechanism and teleological

function. Chapter 5 unravels the relationship between functional analysis, compu-

tational explanation, and mechanistic explanation. Piccinini defends two claims:

that functional analysis should be distinguished from computational explanation,

and that ‘‘functional analysis cannot be autonomous from mechanistic explanation

because the former is just an elliptical form of the latter’’ (p. 83). These two claims

help Piccinini to reach the preliminary conclusion that computing systems are kinds

of functional mechanisms, viz. systems of spatiotemporally organized components

performing functions. But what functions?

Chapter 6 answers this question, developing an ontology of the teleological

functions of biological systems and artefacts. Teleological functions are causal

contributions to the objective goals of organisms. Ascriptions of teleological

functions to biological systems or artefacts can be objectively true or false on the

basis of non-teleological facts about the world.

Chapter 7 synthesises the results of the previous two chapters, explicates the

tenets of the mechanistic account of concrete computation on offer (see Miłkowski

2013 for another mechanistic account), and shows that, unlike the mapping and

semantic accounts, this account satisfies all six desiderata.
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According to Piccinini, a physical system is a computing system just in case (a) it

is a mechanism, (b) it performs teleological functions, (c) at least one of its

teleological functions consists in manipulating vehicles in accordance with a rule

that is sensitive to differences between different portions of the vehicles—where a

vehicle is a physical variable whose values can enter a system, be changed by the

system, and exit the system. Clause (c) is the distinguishing feature of concrete

computing mechanisms, and allows one to see that computation does not require

vehicles to be representations. Clause (b) emphasises that computing systems

perform functions; in particular, they contribute to the goals of organisms. Clause

(a) says that computing systems are concrete entities consisting of spatiotemporally

organized and interacting components that produce phenomena.

The six chapters that follow put the mechanistic account into use, distinguishing

and explicating various kinds of computing systems. Piccinini’s taxonomy includes

‘‘primitive’’ (Chapter 8) and ‘‘complex’’ (Chapter 9) computing components, digital

calculators (Chapter 10) and digital computers—which, in turn, can be pro-

grammable and non-programmable, stored-program and non-stored-program, spe-

cial purpose and general purpose, single processor and multi-processor

(Chapter 11). The taxonomy also singles out analog computers (Chapter 12), and

parallel computers and neural networks (Chapter 13).

The mechanistic account would make it salient that the landscape of existing

computing systems is much larger and richer than what one might assume. One

consequence is that any serious computational theory of brain and cognition should

acknowledge this richness, moving beyond simplistic dichotomies like the brain is

either a Turing machine or is a neural network (cf. Piccinini and Bahar 2013).

The last three chapters address two further topics. Chapter 14 asks: Is

computation just information processing? The chapter explicates the notion of

information processing, distinguishes between different ways of understanding

information, and argues that information processing entails computation, but not

vice versa. Chapter 15 and 16 ask: How powerful is physical computation? In

computability theory, the Church-Turing thesis states that every ‘‘effective’’ (or

‘‘mechanical’’) computation can be carried out by a Turing machine. Does this

thesis capture the limits of what is computable by concrete computing systems?

Piccinini explores these questions by formulating two versions of the Church-Turing

thesis. Given the constraint that physical computational processes must be usable by

observers to obtained desired values of a function (p. 250), Piccinini argues for the

plausibility of the idea that ‘‘[a]ny function that is physically computable is Turing-

computable’’ (p. 264). This is ‘‘the modest physical Church-Turing thesis,’’ and it

would avoid alleged counterexamples based on the notion of hypercomputation. A

short Epilogue summarises the main theses and argument of the book.

There is one recurrent question one might ask while reading Physical

Computation. Just how much does this account differ from a causal account, where

concrete computation is the causal structure of a physical process?

Advocates of mechanisms may point out that everything has a causal structure;

and so, causal accounts yield to pancomputationalism. They will also note that ‘‘run-

of-the-mill causal explanations’’ fall short of providing spatiotemporal information,
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and of distinguishing genuine computational systems from systems that do not

compute but can be computationally modelled.

Several things can be said in reply. On some causal accounts (e.g., Chalmers

2011), no system implements every computation. Even if every system implements

some computation, this may not be a serious problem anyway. Computation may be

pervasive in nature, but not anything in nature is an interesting computational

system. Whether or not a system is computational will not depend on whether or not

there is a computational model of the system’s behaviour.

Consider the stomach. There are computational models of the stomach and its

role in digestion. The stomach might implement some computation. However, the

stomach’s implementing some computation and the existence of computational

models of digestion are irrelevant to the individuation of stomachs (or digestion).

Stomach digestion is not invariant with respect to the causal structure of stomachs:

If you change several physiochemical properties of a stomach while preserving its

causal topology, then the stomach won’t digest. Other systems like brains, neural

networks, and digital computers are invariant with respect to their causal structure,

and this invariance is fixed by some specific computational structure. That’s why

these systems are computational and their behaviour can be explained computa-

tionally: they exhibit certain properties in virtue of their computational structure

(Chalmers 2011).

While there may be no privileged formalism to express relationships between

causal and computational structure, certain formalisms are more apt than others,

given the type of concrete system under consideration, one’s interests and

background knowledge of the system, and constraints in usability. One formalism

that is particularly helpful to pick out and reason about causal structure is the

framework of causal networks, which has the resources to express spatiotemporal

features and the teleological functions of a system (Pearl 2009). Just like in the case

of mechanisms (Craver 2009; Colombo et al. 2015), human perspectives and

conventions will enter into judgements about how computational systems should be

typed and individuated on a causal account. And just like on the mechanistic

account, there will be grey areas at the boundary between systems that compute and

systems that don’t. If this is correct, then it is not straightforward what mechanisms

bring to the table that causal structures cannot also contribute.

These general critical remarks notwithstanding, Piccinini’s Physical Computa-

tion makes important contributions to foundational issues in several fields. It is a

pellucid example of how good philosophical work can advance wide ranging

debates at the crossroads of computer science, AI, cognitive science and philosophy.

Physical Computation should be read by anybody interested in mind, machines, and

the sciences of computation.
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